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I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
In reviewing the papers in the literature concerning delta 
girder bridges, 1 t
2
'
3 
it is frequently found that investigations were 
not carried far enough to be useful for actual design in engineering 
offices. This is attributed mainly to one or both of the following 
reasons: 
1. The successful outcome of test results were not based on 
a sound theoretical analysis of the behavior of the 
delta girder. 
2. The investigations did not give detailed theoretical and 
experimental studies to obtain the optimum size and geometry 
of the delta girder. 
The delta girder consists of the same basic cross section as 
the conventional welded plate girder, but, in addition, provides a 
pair of continuous diagonal plates that span and close off the reentrant 
1Homer M. Hadley, "The Bridge Delta Girder-Single-Webbed a d 
Double-Webbed," Engineering Journal, American Institute of Steel 
Construction, vol. l,_ no. 4, 1964, pn. 132-136. 
2Homer M. Hadley, "Exploratory Tests on a Steel Delta Girder," 
•civil Engineering, American Society of Civil Engineering, May, 1961, 
pp. 50-52. 
3Homer M. Hadley, "Delta Girder Design Grows Up, Spans a Major 
Stream," Engineering News-Record, McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc., 
New York, 1962, pp. 40-41. 
corners between the web and the compression flange. Figure 1 shows 
2 
·an isometric view of a typical delta girder. The web is• stiffened by 
the continuous corner plates that shorten to some extent the unsup-· 
ported height of the conventional plate girder. Such design offers 
great lateral stiffness and contribut�s considerable torsional strength 
to the plate girder. 
Plate girders are commonly used 1n highway and raill'.'oad bridges 
and in building frames where special loading conditions prevail or 
long spans are required. The existing codes and specifications dictate 
to a large extent the sizes and dimensions required in the design ·of 
a plate girder. Design rules recommended by the standard specifica­
tions for highway bridges are formulated from the consideration of  
either a load-carrying-capacity viewpoint or a buckling strength 
approach. The conventional plate girder designed in accordance with 
the specifications of the American Association of State Highway 
Officials (AASHO) does not provide satisfactory lateral stiffness 
during construction. Therefore, stiffen•ers are introduced in the 
design of  plate girders. 
Figure 2 shows the general wave formation which will develop in 
a simply supported rectangular plate in pure bending and in pure 
4,5 
shear. The wave formation indicates that the horizontal stiffeners 
4Kenneth C. Rockey and Douglas M. A. Leggett,. "The Buck ling of 
a Plate Girder Web Under Pure Bending When Reinforced by a Single 
Longitudinal Stiffener," Proceedings, The Institution of  Civil 
Engineers, vol. 21, Proceeding Paper No. 6519, 1962, p. 164 .• 
5s. Timoshenko, Theory of Elastic Stability, Second Edition, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1961, p. 361. 
Figure l. A Typical Delta Girder 
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Figure 2. General Wave Formations for Pure Bending and Pure Shear 
4 
are, in general, more effective than vertical stiffeners in increasing 
the buckling resistance of webs subjected to pure bending or pure 
shear. A s�milar effect can be achieved by using a pair of continuous 
corner plates between the web and the compression flange as shown in 
Figure 1. 
In most general cases, the basic sJ:resses that would occur in 
5 
a web plate of a flexural member are illustrated by Figure 3. The 
compressive zone of the section is the most critical part·of the member. 
The whole member may fail due to the instability of the web before the 
attainment of the desired load. A similar loading condition may occur 
when the web is reinforced by the corner plates as in the delta girder 
section. The effect of the corner plates, as shown in Figure 4, is to .· 
sustain their proportional share of compression and to assist in 
stiffening the web plate to prevent its buckling prior to attaining the 
desired critical load. Therefore, no waste of material is caused even 
if the corner plates act with relatively low efficiency. 
The corner plates also provide two additional restraints to the 
compression flange and make it possible to increase the flange width 
without increasing its thickness. The effective width of the 
compression flange due to the effect of shear lag may be increased for 
a deep plate girder with a wide compression flange. This point will 
not be studied in this investigation. All of these. benefits are 
achieved with the application of two corner plates to the compressive 
zone. 
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Figure 3. Stress Distribution Along the Cross Section of a Typical Plate 
Girder Due to Pure Bending 
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Revie� 'of Past Investigations 
Hadley, a consulting engineer from Seattle, Washington, has 
pioneered the delta girder bridge in.this country and is a strong 
proponent of its advantages. 6 A paper concerning test results on a 
8 
full-size delta girder was published in 1 961. The te
.
st specimens, made 
of A-7 steel, were designed by Hadley, and the tests were conducted by 
the Department of Civil Engineering at the University of Washington. 
In that series of tests, a steel delta girder 61-feet in length was 
first tested full length and then cut into three pieces. Five tests 
were made, one on each of the three sections and two additional tests 
on the girder which was the middle third of the original 61 -fo-ot girder 
specimen. The main purpose of the tests, as emphasized by Hadley in 
his paper, was to determine whether the corner plates would sufficiently 
stiffen the web to permit the omission of vertical stiffeners. The 
result of omitting vertical stiffeners from the girder and introducing 
the two corner plates was satisfactory._ 
In 1 962 7 a report by Hadley was published in Enginee�ing News­
Record concerning the erection of �he first long highway bridge using 
delta girders to cross the Yakima River near Yakima, Washington. Its 
over-all length was 402 feet. A smaller delta girder bridge was als·o 
completed a year before the completion of the bridge in Yakima. The 
report for· the Yakima bridge shows a cost advantage due to si';;,plified 
erection of the delta girder bridge. 
p. 40. 
6Hadley, "Exploratory Tests on a Steel Delta Girder," p. 50. 
7Hadley, "De 1 ta Girder Design Grows Up, Spans a Major Stream," 
The design has cost advantages, too. On the Yakima 
bridge, contractors bid the delta girder alternately with a 
260 -ft riveted through truss with. four short rolled beam 
approach spans. There were eight bids, all lower on. the 
delta girder design. The lowest. bid, by Hans Skov Co. of 
Yakima, to whom the contract was awarded, was $158,248. 
Skov's bid for the truss alternate was $187,913, nearly 
$30,000 higher. The average of the six lowest bids showed 
a saving of $40,000 for the delta girder structu�e •• •  
Although the cost estimate as presented by the contractor's bid 
can not be used to emphasize the saving in costs for the delta girder, 
this nevertheless decidedly indicates the advantage of delta girder 
design in bridge erection. 
Hadley published another paper on delta girders in 1964. 8 He 
introduced the double-webbed and the box-delta girders. The idea 
remained the same as in delta girders except in the variation in shapes 
for various applications. 
It has been found from reviewing these papers, that the two 
corner plates were asstlI!led to be stiff enough to form a triangular box 
with the compression flange. That is to keep the web section, in the 
compressive zone, from dist_ortion at any point, without, at the same 
time, distorting long lengths of abutting girders on both sides of 
that point. The design method in which the corner plates with the 
compressive flange are assumed to be a rigid triangular box is similar 
to the usual plate girder design. The stability of the lower portion 
of the web under the junction point of the corn.er plates wit'h the web 
8Hadley "The Bridge Del ta Girder-Single-Webbed and Double-- , 
Webbed," p. 134. 
g 
10 
can be designed according to ·usual specifications witho�t any modifica­
tion. As a matter of fact, the same effect obtained from the corner 
plates can be achieved without considering the corner plates and the 
compressive flange as a rigid triangular box. Therefore, a more 
efficient design method is preferred. 
Today, the trend in the steel indust.ry is to use plate girders 
for small bridges in many places where trusses would have previously 
been used. The span lengths of plate girders are usually between 
80 feet to 175 feet for highway bridges and from 50 feet to 130 feet for 
railroad bridges.9 Trusses and/or an orthotropic system are frequently 
used for longer spans. The advent of welding has been a significant 
factor in the development of the longer span length in bridge construc­
tion. The introduction of delta girders with the help of better welding 
techniques may make possible the use of plate girder bridges for longer 
span lengths in the near  future. 
Object and Scope of Investigation 
Theory of elastic stability is a study of the fundamental 
laws that govern the behavior of metals in compression and the 
application of the knowledge derived from such study to the design of 
structures. A comprehensive understanding of this behavi?r would 
enable the engineering profession to establish certain rule$ of design 
in accordance with the fundamental laws and thereby to construct more 
dependable as well as more economical structures. 
91. s. Beedle and Associates, Structural Steel Design, The 
Ronald Press Company, New York, 1964, p. 90. 
11 
The main objectives of this research were to establish the 
·critical buckling characteristics in the web of the deit� girder and 
to develop methods of design which w.ill enable the engineer to utilize 
the higher buckling resistance of the. delta girder to its full capacity. 
It was also intended to compare delta girders with conventional ·plate 
girders. This comparison will show the advantages of the delta design 
and enable the structural designer t6 make use· of it for more econ·omical 
structures. 
This investigation is limited to the behavior of web plates of 
delta girders subject to pure bending and to combined bending and 
compression. A flange plate on the compression side of the delta 
girder is laterally supported at three points which provides extra 
strength and stability to that flange. This will increase the load 
carrying capacity of the structure. However, this effect is left for 
further investigations and future studies. The influence of repeated 
loads, stress concentrations, and residual stresses due to the welding 
were not considered. 
In this study, structural carbon steel was used. The results 
are also applicable to other structural metals with similar-character­
istics. The corner plates were attached to the web depths of one-fifth, 
one-quarter, and one-half of the total depth of web from t�e compression 
,,. 
.flange. The comparison between the efficiency of corner plate at the 
given locations in the main web are discussed. Table,s and/or diagrams 
have been prepared for design of delta girders. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF WEB OF DELTA GIRDER_ 
Introduction 
This study examines the stability of the web of delta girders 
under pure _bending, and combined bending and compression. The edges of 
the web which are restrained by flanges are assumed to prevent both 
rotation and deflection. The other two edges and the junction point 
of the corner plates are assumed to be simply supported. Relationships 
are found among the web buckling coefficient K , the thickness ratio · 
t, the flexural rigidity ratio y, and the aspect ratio�, of the 
web. The location of the corner plates is made within the compressive 
zone at one-fifth, one-quarter, one-third, and one-half of the total 
depth of web from the compression flange. 
This investigation is based on the classical small-deflection 
theory of plates, as developed by Lagrange. This theory makes the 
following assumptions: 
1. points which lie on a normal to the mid_;plane of the 
undeflected plate lie on a normal to the mid-plane 
of the deflected plate, 
2. the stress normal to the mid-plane of the plate, 
arising from the applied loading, is negligible· _fn 
comparison with the stresses in the plane of the plate; 
3. the mid-plane of the plate is a "neutral plane"; i • !:..• , any 
mid-plane stresses arising from the deflection·of the 
plate into a non-developable surface may be ignored. 
·Further assumptions are made in addition to the Lagrange 
assumptions: 
�. the flanges are stiff enough to support the web plate; 
therefore, the lateral and vertical deflections of _the 
flange are neglected, 
s. for small deformations the corner plates deflect exactly 
13 
the same amount as the main web plate before buckling occurs. 
The coordinate system used for the delta girder is shown in 
Figure 5. There is some analogy between this structure and a long 
column. The structure is in a state of stable equilibrium before axial 
loading or stressing. For a small load of value the. structure remains 
stable. If a disturbing force produces lateral displacement, the 
structure will return to its original config1:1ration after the disturbing 
force is removed. An increase in the value of axial loading, will 
change the state of stable equilibrium to a state of indifferent or 
neutral equilibrium under certain axial loads. The structure starts to 
buckle at that load and the state of equilibrium becomes unstable. 
·The state of neutral equilibrium will be changed to unstable at an 
extremely small increment of load, and no change in potential energy is 
required to produce further lateral displacements of the structure. · 
The distinct buckling mode will be one of the following two 
configurations: 
1. no displacement occurs at the junction point of the corner 
plates to the main web plate when the structure buckles. 
2.  some displacement occurs at the junction point of the corner 
plates. 
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Configurations 1 and 2 are referred to as the undisplaced delta 
corner phase and the displaced delta corner phase respectively. 
Configuration 1 occurs when the corner plates are stiff enough to 
restrain the junction point from any displacement when buckling first 
occurs. Configuration 2 occurs when the delta corner plates do not 
possess enough rigidity causing the junction point to shift at the 
buckling load • 
Let y
0 
denote the flexural rigidity ratio between corner plates 
and main web plate for a balanced design. 
15 
Y denote the flexural rigidity ratio for an overdes
.igned corner · a 
Hence, 
and 
plate (configuration 1). 
Y
b 
denote the flexural rigidity ratio for an underdesigned 
corner plate (configuration 2). 
y is larger than or at least equal to 
0 
Yb is 
smaller than or at best equal to y 
. 0 
Figure 5 illustrates these two cases giving the distorted mode 
of failure in each case. The limiting ratio y for a. balanced design 
is the lower limit for y and the upper limit for Y • 
a b 
In this paper an energy method was adopted in investigating the 
buckling characteristics of the main web of delta girders. ·this study 
was undertaken because of the lack of any rigorous solution to the 
bending and buckling problems of delta girder webs. Energy methods 
provide a powerful tool of analysis and can be adapted to a rigorous 
16 
solution of the problem. The energy method used herein was established 
by Timoshenko. A modified Lagrangian multiplier method was used to 
10 carry out the lower limit of the critical buckling stress. By using 
energy methods, a state of neutral equilibrium was obtained. 
Consideration of  the mid-plane . of the web of del t_a girders 
revealed_ that the strain energy of bending. for every possible shape of 
lateral displacement is greater than the corresponding work done by the 
external load acting in that plane. This state of equilibrium of the 
plate is said to be.stable. When the work done becomes larger than the 
energy of bending, the plate is unstable and buckling occurs. Thus, 
the state of neutral equilibrium was determined from the equation: 11 
oU + oV = o(U + V) = 0 ( 1) 
where 
oU = change of strain energy of bending of a plate element. 
oV = change of work done by external load of the same element. 
If VT is the total potential energy, the amount of total potential 
energy does not change when the structural element passes from its 
equilibrium configuration to an infinitesimally near adjacent config-
uration. (U + V), the variation of the potential energy, is equal 
to zero during the ,change of configuration. This makes the possible 
interpretation of equation 1 into the mathematical conditio� that 
10 B. Budianskv and Pai C. Hu, "The Lagrangian M·ul tiplier Method 
of Finding Upper and� Lower Lirni ts to the C-ri tical Stresses," NACA 
Technical Note ll03, 1946. 
11Hans H. Bleich, Buckling Strength of Metal Structures, · First 
Edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, pp. 70-81, 1952. 
·assumes a stationary value, 
therefore, 
VT
= U + V = Stationary 
The structure is in stable equilibrium only if this stationary value 
is a minimum, therefore, 
VT = U + V = Minimum 
equation 3 is an energy criterion from which the limit of elastic 
17 
(2) 
(3) 
stability as well as the stability of delta girders can be determined. 
The external load in the energy equation is actually the internal 
stress in a structure. These stresses are direct tension or compres­
sion, bending, and shear. The shear stress in the web of a delta 
girder is referred to as the stress in a closed section. In this 
investigation, the effect of shear stress on web buckling of the delta 
girder is ignored. 
If a� is negative ·when compression, the magnitude of the stress 
component a� at a distance !l from the compressive flange or upper edge 
can be expressed by the simple and linear relationship which represents 
the direct non-uniform stress distribution in a section of the structure. 
This gives: 
, on = T : 0 �n (4) 
where, 
o
�
, o
n 
are the stress components for the secti9n, 
and 
<P = stress distribution factor 
0 1  - 0 2  
= ----
a l  
where a 1, cr 2 are stresses in the extreme fiber. 
· 18 
( 5 )  
Figure 6 shows the stress distribution in a section o f  web o f  a delta 
girder. 
and 
¢ = 0 corresponds to a uniformly distributed compressive 
stress, 
¢ = 2 indicates pure bending, 
0 < ¢ < 2 indicates combined bending and compression, 
¢ > 2 indicates combined bending and tension. 
The values of ¢ for different stress conditions are shown in Table I. 
These different stress conditions are also shown in Figure 6. 
The existing theoretical solutions are based on the assumption 
that the flanges of conventional plate girders provide simply supported 
conditions. This assumption is undoubtedly conservative, especially 
when the flange assembly is torsionally stiff. Therefore, in this 
investigation, the flanges are assumed to provide clamped conditions 
to the main web of  delta girders. Corner plates are assumed -to be 
supported at four edges. 
A plate in longitudinal compression buckles in the longitudinal 
direction in equal half waves with straight nodal lines perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis . Thus, each buckle represents a plate simply 
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Figure 6. Type of Stress Distribution A long the Cross 
Section of a Delta Girder 
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TABLE I 
Stress Distribution Factor ¢ in Equation 5 for an 
Unsymmetrical Delta Girder Section· in Pure Bending 
Neutral Axis 
Location 
0. 1 
0. 2 
0. 3 
0 .4  
o . s  
0. 6 
0. 7 
0. 8 
0.9 
1.0 
a i - ' � =  2 
� l 
Value of 
<P 
10 . 0 0  
s . oo 
3. 33  
· 2 . so 
2 . 00 
1. 66 
- 1. 43 
1. 2 5  
1. 11 
1 .00 
I I 
0.1 ... 
�<>-i 
� 
_o.ti 
-
0-1 -
-
o.9 -
"' 
I I 
20 
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. .  
supported at  two edges and clamped at the other two edges which can be 
investigated as an independent unit. Therefore, the following 
expression for the lateral displacement can be assumed:  
KTr� 
w = w ( n ) sin -­
a 
where K is a positive integer from one to infinity, and 
w(n ) is a function only of n " 
It would appear necessary to find the value of the critical buckling 
stress corresponding to different values of K .  Actually, � equal 
( 6 ) 
to one is the only case that needs be considered in stability problems. 
Equation 6 then becomes: 
Tr �  
w = w (n )  sin -
a ( 7) 
The theoretical analysis described in detail in Appendix B shows 
the two distinct buckling modes. Although the undisplaced delta corner 
case is not considered in this investigation, it is treated as a special 
.case and formulated in Appendix B. 
Web Buckling of Delta Girder 
The buckling stress in the web of a delta girder can be 
expressed in the general form: 
0 er = K 
1r 2 E 
( 8 ) 
22 
where, er 
er 
= critical buckling stress in the extreme fiber of web, 
K = buckling coe fficient, 
E = modulus of elasticity, 
t = thickness of main web , 
b = total depth of mai·n web 
$ 
ll = Poisson ' s  ratio  
Pure Bending 
The theoretical analysis as described in Appendix B is valid 
for any non-uniformly and/or uniformly distributed edge loading. The 
constant ,p_ as provided in Table I gives different edge loading 
conditions for pure bending, combined bending and compression , and for 
combined bending and tension. In the case of pure bending, 
<P = 2 
For a delta girder, the section is not symmetrical. Therefore, for 
the case of pure bending, the value of ,! is higher thari two. However, 
the value two was adopted for the an alysis. 
The different parts of equation 47 appearing in Appendix B were 
programmed into Fortran II language for an I BM 1 620 digital computer. 
Computer programs required for solving critical buckling coefficient _ 
K (i .e. X ). are provided in Appendix D. The value of P, O, ALPHA, - - - -
BETA, c;3.nd GAMMA as shown in the first two programs are the par..arneter-s 
E_, ! , £ , S , and 1. , respectively. The following analogy has been 
utilized: 
, 
Computer 
p ALPHA BETA GAMMA 
Notation 
Formula 
p 0 s y 
Notation 
The rigidity ratio y is a function of th� thickness ratio S .  
This relation is shown in Appendix B. Four different web thicknesses 
varying from quarter-inch to one-inch are considered. Relationships 
between y and t are illustrated in Figures 7, 8, 9 and 1 0 . The 
values of f and y are obtained by a computer program, given in 
Appendix C for structural carbon steel. They can be modified for 
other structural materials with similar characteristics. 
Computer results for the critical buckling coefficient K ,  at 
different locations of the junction point are shown in Figure 11. 
Relations between the critical buckling coefficient K and the 
non-dimensional parameters � and y are shown in Figure 12 and 13, 
respectively. 
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The rate of convergence of equation 47 appearing in Appendix B 
varie s with the si ze of the coefficient matrices . A s x s. matrix 
yie ld s a result accurate to we ll within 290 and this size of equation 
was used , This is illustra .ed  d S  follows: 
--------------��-��ll!il�----------..... ----
Detail of corner plat{'> :s p ,c: O ,  ¢i = 2 ,  CJ = 2, e _= o. 5, y = 10 
----------- •-" .. .. _ ., __ _ ""-- -=-· •· ----------------
Order of equation 10 
------------••• ., ,  ·"-""-•--•--•• •-- •----------------
Value of X 4 1 . 00 350 3  
Combined Bending and Compress ion 
This investigation deals with the buckling strength of delta 
girder webs under axial loading . The axial loading conditions may be 
classified into the following cases: 
1. pure tension, 
2 •. pu:re compression, 
- 3 ,  combined bending and compression, 
4. comb ined bending and tension. 
These axial loading conditions are to be decided from the actual 
stress distributions in the structural elements. The evaluation of  
the critical b uckling coefficient can be  obtained in a similar manner 
as introduced in the case of pure bending. The value of .1 should b e  
determined from the actual stress distribution according to Table  1 
or equation 5. 
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CHAPTER I I I  
LABOR�TORY VERI FI CAT I ON. 
Material and· Test Sp ec imens 
Eight specimens were faLri cat �:.(1 in the Engineerir:ig shops and 
tested in the Civil Engineer.inf, 1-a.h, .. , .'�1 -r or.ies at South Dakota State 
University. These specimens 'v1�:..-e ·n1 adr:> of light gage steel sheets and 
cold-formed into the di" ffere1 · , , ,., ,� --.. ""�  ·•--1"m,r,.n • � th - _ .·. 1 i uJ, e:; ·., ,; :; <:; sions o:r e specimens 
are sho1-m in detail in Figures J ti- r1nd 1 r- for the single delta type and 
double delta type g i rders respect ive ly. 
The main part of  the specimen s consisted of  two equal channels, 
spot welded back to back . The se equal chann els were made of  cold 
rolled 20 gage steel strips. In order to provi de enough stiffness in 
the flanges, two cover plates were added to the flanges. . The design 
was in accordance with the light gage cold-formed stP.el des.ign manual •1 2  
To form the delta sections, corner plates were used as  specified in the 
following paragraphs . 
Testing Procedure 
The over-all length o f  all specimens was 3 3-inches. They were 
simply supported at one and one-half inches from each end . Therefore, · 
the clear span was 30 inches . Loads were applied bv means of · a 
hydraulic jack below the specimen and transmitted through two steel rods. 
A ball bearing one-half inch in diameter was also nrovided between the 
12"Light Gage  Cold-Formed Steel Design Manual," American Iron 
and St.eel Institute � New York , 1961. 
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Figure 1 5 . Test  Spe cimens ( Double Delta Type ) 
load and the bearing plate . This  provi sion wa s made to assure that the 
load would be applied vertically at the mid-plane of the web.· The 
specimens were laterally unsunport d .excent a t  the two end supports. 
The end lateral supports Here two O---sb :1nr:d c.lamps , which allowed the 
specimens to rotate only in t hf! 1 ong i l: ),�H nal direction. 
The testing machine ha s a t )8d ;T ·, •-''1 'lnd icate the apnlied load. 
Loads could be read to an aC('U:f'•i.� ::·.? rd . ? �) · --:ounds . Two one-inch dial 
gages were placed at the load prd.L t •:; · .  / 4 ,.. one o f  the end supports , to 
measure the maximum deflect ion  at the ,:_:cmter of the span and the end 
settlement of the support . A detaile d sketch of the testing equipment 
and loading assemb ly is shown in Figure 16. 
Test Program 
� 5  
Four snecirnens were made o f  each tyoe . The sing�e delta beams 
were denoted by the letter "A" while the double delta beams were denoted 
by "B". 
Specimen A-1 
Specimen A-1 had only the basic I-section component s without any 
corner plates. Figure 14  shows the section in detail . A study o f  the 
behavior and load-carrving capacity of the t�rp ical section under st atic 
loads was intended. 
Testing started with a load o f  500 nounds applied and removed 
several t imes to release sone of the residual stresses due to the 
fabrication of the specimen , ?� reading s were taken during this act ion .  
The same process was also aoulied to the other specimens. 
I I I I I I I I 
,.... _________ _,..,.-$'1V�M�.-----------' 
r ..J. 17 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I L ___ l 
A -3 
rm 
Figure 16 . Testing Equipment and Loading Assemb ly 
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The specimen A-1  was then loade at 100-pound intervals up to 
its full capacity. The area imm ediately under the concentrated ioad 
started crippling at 1 , 30 0  pound s which •,,,a s far below the design load 
of the specimen. There fore, earing st · fFeners were added at  the load 
point and end support s. Since t lm 2p�c , nv�n was made of cold-formed 
sheet metal, s!)ecimen A -1 wa<; �-� i r,3 :i :_:;htei,c c} up and retested. 
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The same increment of J ,.> , J l t n;t w,� �3 again applied to the rebuilt 
soecimen A-1. The d ial gages wC: / f". t• ':. · cf�d. to read vertical displacements 
only. The lateral d i splacement ·v-ras ( er•y difficult to measure by dial 
gages, there fore, there were no recoras for the lateral displacements. 
Specimen A-1 deflected gradually in the vertical direction with t he 
increasing load until a load of ii, 400 pounds was reached. The rate of 
vertical deflection increased rapidly at 4, 4 00 pounds . The amount of 
loa.d was kept constant unt il the specimen stopped deflecting , and then 
another 100 pounds of load was added. A d istinct snapping sound was 
heard and the lateral displacement 1,ecame .. very excessive. No more load 
could be applied to the specimen. Figure 17 is a curve showing load 
versus deflection at the loaded point . The speciMen did not reach its 
full desip,n . c apad ty hecause some lateral buckling occurred at midspan , 
(location of maximum moment and maximum shear ). A vertical buckling of 
the compression flange also occurred at the same spot. Figure 1 8 is a 
view of the s.pecimens A -1 to A-4 after the tests were performed: 
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Specimen ft:-2 
In addition to the basic section a s  in spec imen A-1, two 
continuous corner plate s were added to the compre ssion zone at the 
position_ shown in Figure 14 . Bearing stiffeners were also provided at 
the load point and at the two support s .  Although the process o f  connect­
ing the hearing stiffeners to the delta type specimen was difficult , 
they functioned satisfactorily. 
The beam was loaded at 100-pound intervals up to 3, 000 pounds 
and then changed to SO-pound increment s. De flections were d irectly 
proportional to loads up to a load of s , ooo pounds. A sudden snapping 
sound accompanied the failure of specimen A-2 at 5, 100 pounds . The 
mid-span portion of specimen A-2 was de stroyed completel:','. Figure 19 
shows the load deflection curve . 
Specimen A-3 
Specimen A-3 was the second single delta tY!)e specimen . As  in 
specimen A-2, a pair of corner plates wa s adcled to the basic I-section 
but at a different location in the web. This specimen wa s expected to 
1 3 
be the strongest of the single delta type . 
The load was app lied at the same rate and increments a s  for 
specimen A-2 . The load deflection curve showed a linear relationshi� 
up to a load of 4, 300 pounds .  Vertical deflections afterward s  i�creased 
at a rapid rate. At a load of 4, 300  �ounds, Rlight lateral deflection 
was observed. It increased at a rapid rate until rea ching a load of 
·13Hadley, "Exploratory Test s on a Steel Del ta Girder, " . P . 52 . 
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.Figure 19 . Load Deflection Curve for Specimen A-2 
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5 , 000 pounds. The test wa s terminated at a load of 5 OOO · nounds. , .. 
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At 
that load the upper end of the bearing s tiffener on one side of the web _ 
was pushed out by the inclined corner plates . Evidently the.load.­
carrying capacity of specimen A-3 shou ld have been higher than or at 
least equal to the value of  5 , 0 0 0  pounds . Figure 1 8  shows the specimen 
after testing. Figure 20 shows the load deflection curve. 
Specimen A-4 
Instead of attaching a pair of  corner plates to the basic 
I-section , an extra corner plate was ad ded to the compression flange. 
The moment of inertia of the section was great ly increa sed .by the 
additional cover plate. The denth and thickness of  the web remained the 
same as in the typical I-section. The ultimate load should t hus be 
greater than that for specimen A-1 . r�fortunately , at a load o f  1, 5 00 
pounds, the bearing stiffener at the load point failed and the test was 
terminated. Figure 18 shows the specimen after testing. 
Specimen B-1 
Specimen B-1 was fabricated with t he same basic section as 
described for specimen A-1. The flanges were increased in section by 
adding two plates , one on  each side of the web as i llustrated- in 
Figure 1 5 . 
The testing procedure was ident ical to that for specimen A-1. 
Figure 21 shows the load-deflection relation . 
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Specimen B-2 
Specimen B-2 was fabricated in a manner sim ilar to that for the 
single delta type except that both compression and tens ion zones were 
reinforced by corner plates. This type provided a symmetrical cross­
section and a central neutral axis , Bearing stiffeners were also 
provided for the specimen at points of loading and support. Figure 2 3  
shows a view of specimen B-2 a fter tes ting , The load deflection 
relation is shown in Figure 2 2. 
Soecimen B-3 
Specimen B-3 had the samA cross-8ection as specimen B-2 except 
that the location of corner plates in the web was different. Figure 2 3  
is a view of this specimen after testing and the load deflecti on curve 
is shown in Figure 24. 
Specimen B-4 
This specimen was designed to study the effect of shear on the 
delta girder. Unfortunately, the bearing stiffeners were not added. 
The test of this specimen was not success ful. Local buckling occurred 
at the loa d  point with a lnad of 3 , 8 0 0  pounds. 
Recapitulation 
Test results obtained from the eight test specimens give an idea 
of the behavior of the single and double types or  delta ·g irders. There 
are many variables involved such as variation in material properties, 
inaccuracies in fabrication , and the effects of spot welding on the 
45 
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• '  
behavior of the specimens. Ho• rever · f th � , i e general equation 
a- = 
·M c 
-- + 
I 
. er 
A 
( 9) 
is employed, a? approximate estimate of the stress at extreme fibers 
can he obtained. 
Where, (J = 
M = 
e = 
I = 
p = er 
A = 
stre ss in the extreme fiber of web ,  
moment in critical section, 
distance from neutral axi s  to extreme. fiber of 
web,. 
mo�ent o f  inertia about neutral axis, 
buckling load obtained from load de flection 
relation, 
area of web. 
The critical buckling load can be de termine d from the load defle ction 
curves at the point where the slope changes . An approximate value for 
the extreme fiber stress which is due to the failure load for t he 
different specimens is considerably smaller than that for the yield 
strength o f  the material. This indicates that the failure is due to 
lateral buckling rather than yielding. 
The buckling load of spe cimen A-3 is higher than _that of 
specimens A -2 and A-1, as indicated in their load deflec�ion curves. 
The buckling load of spe cimen A-1, although it has more materi9-l than 
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specimen A-1. In addition, the buck ling load of both specimen A-1 and 
specimen B-1 is lower than that in specimen A-2 and specimen A-3. The 
load -carrying capacity of de lta girders i s  higher than that o f  
conventional plate girder s .  Figure 2 5  i s  a view of  specimens A-I and 
A-3 after testing. Figure 26 shows a top view of snecimens A -1 through 
A-4 after testing. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND cm CLUSI ONS 
Summary 
The results of the preceding tests are summarized in. Table II . 
It gives the observed critical buckling load and the computed buckling 
stre s s  in the extreme fiber of the web. 
Conclusions 
From Table I I, the follow.ing conclusions can be drawn: 
1. A proper location and proportioning of corner plates 
increases the allowable web slenderness (�) to some 
h 
extent over the conventional plate girder. 
2. The analysis shows that the most effective location 
for corner plates is at a distance of  0 . 28 times the 
depth o f  web plate from the compression flange . This 
agrees very well with test resu!ts which showed that the 
best location is at one-third the depth. This is 
because the analysis treated the case of pure bending only . 
3. Bearing stiffeners under concentrated loads should be 
provided , In other words, the delta plates cannot serve 
as bearing sti ffeners ; however, they reduce the buck ling 
length of the web. 
4. Delta p late s  increase the lateral sti ffness of the 
compressive flange . 
• 
TABLE II 
Critical Buckling Stress for Different Locations of Corner Plates 
Soecimens 
Single Delta Type 
A-1 A-2 A-3 A -4 
Location of Corner 0 0.20 6 b 0.336 b 0 
Plates 
Area of Main Web 
(in2) 
0 .29 0.29 0.29 0 $ 29 
Moment of Inertia 
(in4) 
1. 995 2 . 0 16 2 . 05 8  2 ., 0 8 3 
Maximum Load 450 0  50 0 0  4975 -
(lb s) i 
Observed Buckling Load 3860 4150 435 0 -
(lbs) 
Computed Moment 29 . 0  31. 1  32 . 6  -
( ksi) 
Computed Shear 1. 9 2. 0 2. 1 -
( kips) 
Critical Buckling Stress · . 35 . 6  37. 8 . 39.l -
(ksi) 
Note: Specimens A-4 and B-4 failed by local buckling. 
Double Delta Type 
B-1 B-2 B-3 
0 0 . 20 b 0 .33 b 
0 .. 30 0 .. 30 I 0. 30 
2 .. 5 26 2 . 069  2. 121 
5200 6200 6 20 0 
40 0 0  5 10 0 5 0 0 0  
30. 0 ' 38 .2  37.5 
2 . 0  2 .5 2 .5 
35 . 8  44 . 3  . 41 . l  
r f 
B-4 
a . so b 
o .. 30 
2 . 2 87 
380 0  
-
-
U1 
+ 
5 . The doub le delta design does not contribute a great 
deal to the load-carrying capacity of the girder; however, 
it · stab ilizes the web. 
6. Adding another flange plate increases the section modulus. 
However, it does not improve the load-carrying capacity of  
the girder. This is due to the fact that failure occurs 
by lateral buckling and not yielding. 
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The agreement b etween test results and theoretical results was 
good except that the amount of critical buckling stress as obtained from 
tests was lower than its equivalent critical b uckling stress as 
obtained from theoretical analysis. The major differences b etween the 
theoretical results and test results can be concluded as follows : 
1 . The stiffness of the compression flange o f  test specimens 
was not adequate to be  considered as a clamped b oundary 
condition as assumed in the theoretical analysis . 
2. The effect of shear stress was not considered in the 
theoretical analysis. 
3. The deflection of boundary conditions was not considered 
in the theoretical analysis. 
4. The light gage, cold-formed material of the test specimens 
may not have b een the most suitable for use in this 
investigation. 
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Recommendeq Future Studie s 
Re search on the de lta girder bridge in this country is _ relati vely 
new and more in vestigat ion s  are needed e soecially in the followin� areas : - - . ·.:, 
1 .  The theoret ical ana lys is should be extended to  
include the e ffe ct o f  shear stre ss on  the structural 
behavior of a delta g irder , ex tending the analysis 
pre sented in Appendix B ,  to the det erMination o f  
optim um  size nlate s  t o  b e  used in a delta girde r . 
This can be accomplished by s olving the set  of linear 
sim ultaneous equat ions ( 47 )  for latera l d e flections ( w ) .  
2.  The t heoretica.l analysis  should be extended to 
include the effect  of corn�r p lates  on the compre s sion 
flange . 
3 .  Further investigation should b e  made on the buckling 
behavior o f  a thin web plate . The American I n stit ut e 
o f  Steel Construction re commends the use o f  thin web 
plate girders if adequate s tiffeners are orovided. Delta 
girders hnve the advantage of a shorter e ffective depth . 
The u se o f  a thin we b in de lta girders has econ omic al  
advantage s . However , the problem ne eds a rigorous . 
analytical so lution back ed by laboratory investigat � on s . 
NOTATI ON 
The following notation is used in  this thesis: 
A 
A 
n 
A 
r 
a 
b 
b 
A 
C 
D 
d 
E 
I 
I 
I ' 
yy ' 
K 
M 
p 
er 
p 
= area of main web 
= element of unknown column vector 
= element of unknown column vector 
= element of unknown column vector 
= unsupported length of web 
= unsupported he i.ght of web 
= location of corner plate on flange 
= distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber 
= flexural rigidity of main web 
= width of corner plate 
= modulus of elasticity 
= moment of inertia 
= moment of inertia of - corner plates about 
mid-plane of main web 
= moment of inertia about mid-plane of main web 
= moment of inertia about y
1
yi axis 
= critical buckling - coefficient 
= b ending moment 
= critical buckling load 
= constant for the location of corner plate 
5 7  
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Pb = location of corner plate from compressi.ve flange 
t = thickness of  main web 
t = thickness of corner plate s 
t = total thickness of corner plate 
u = internal strain energy 
V = external work done 
VT = total potential energy 
w = transverse displacement of web 
X = eigenvalue 
(x, y, w) = Cartesian coordinate , x ,  y in mid-plane of  web 
O' 
e 
y 
y a 
y 
0 
e 
K 
a ; ,, 
0 
= aspect ratio 
= thickness ratio betwe en corner plates and main web . 
= rigidity ratio between corner plates and main web 
= flexural rigidity ratio for an overdesigned 
corner plate 
= flexural rigidity ratio for an underdesigned 
corner plate 
= rigidity ratio betwe en corner plates and main 
web plate for a balanced design 
= angle between corner plate and compressive flange . 
= cons tant 
= Lagrangian multiplier 
= 
= 
Poisson 's  ratio 
direct stre ss in the extreme fiber o f  the mid-plane 
of web 
'J 1 
cr 2 
(1 , J t ,, 
(1 
x , 
CJ 
er 
= compressive stress ir1 the extreme fiber of 
main web 
= tension stress in the extreme fiber of  main 
web 
= direct stress in mid-plane of web 
= direct stres s in mid-plane of  web 
= crit ical buckl ing stress 
= shear stress in mid-plane of web 
= s tress dis tribution factor 
= Cartesian coordinate, � , Tl in mid-plane of  web 
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APPENDIX A 
TABLE OF INTEGRALS USED 
l .  
2.  l: 
3 . 
4 .  
s .  
6 .  
7 . 
sin my dy = - [ l + ( -l )
m] 
m 
y sin my dy 
y2 sin my dy 
y3 sin my dy 
m+l TT 
= ( 1 )  (-) 
m 
m ,r2 2 = ( -1 ) ( - - + - ) 
m 
= ( -1 ) 
m m3 
6'11' 'TT 3 
(- - -) 
m3 m 
sin my sin ny dy {
; 
0 
, if rJi = n 
, if m # n 
sin my dy = - ( 1 - cos my0 ) m 
Yo 1 
2 
y s in my dy = cos my0 + - sin my0 
m2 
6 2  
a .  
9 .  
10 . 
11. 
y2 sin my dy 
2 Y2 2yo 
= C - - __p )  cos my O + - sin my m3 m m2 o 
2 
y3 sin my dy = 
6y0 y� 3y� 6 
(- - - )  cos my0 + (- - -) sin my0 m3 m m2 rn4 
y4 sin my dy 
12ya Yci 2 4  = (-- - - - - ) cos my 0 
m3 m ms 
4y2 2 tiy 24 
+ (-0 - --0 ) sin my0 + -
m2 m4 ms 
y sin my sin ny dy = 
2 Y o  Yo 
-- - sin 2my0 4 4m 
y 0 sin [ ( m-n )y 0 ] 
2 (rn - n) 
2mn 
1 
cos 2my0 + - , if rn = n am2 am2 
y0sin[ (m+n)y0 ] cos (m-n) y0 + ------
2(m + n) 2 (rn - n) 2 
if m I n  
cos (m+n)yo 
2 (rn + n) 2 (m2- n
2) 2 
where , 0 � y � n 
6 3 
APPENDIX B 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS  
I .  General Case - Displaced Del ta Corner . .  
I I . Special Case - Rigid Delta 
Undisplaced Delta Corner 
6 5  
ADDITIONAL NOTATIONS 
FOR APPENDIX B 
( (  ,n ) = Cartesian coordinates 
( x ,y ) = Cartesian coord inates 
,r� 
X = 
a 
1T 11 
y = 
b 
11 0 
= location o f  junction point of corner piates in web 
tr 11 
0 
Yo 
= 
b 
E = modulus of elasticity 
D = flexure r igidity of main web 
E t3 = 
12 ( 1 - ii 2 ) 
l.l = Poisson's ratio 
I = rigidity of corner plates 
cr = crit ical buckling stress 
er 
11'2 E 
c.!.)
2 
= 
12 ( 1 - µ 2 ) b 
,.,. 
a = aspect ratio 
b 
8 = thickness  ratio 
y 
X 
K 
w 
t 
= _A 
t 
= rigidity 
EI  
= ___§ 
Db 
ratio 
= constant ( i.;:_• ,  eigenvalue ) 
2 t a 
= cr 
= 
D n2 er 
critical buckling coefficient 
= X 
= transverse deflection of we
b 
66 
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I. General Case - Displaced Delta Corner 
The theoretical solution presented herein, involves tpe 
determination of the di fferent values of the non-dimensional parameters 
� , t , Y , and the value �f X, (i •;:.• ,  a er), at which the web of the 
delta girder becomes unstable. If  the. stress a is steadily increased, 
a stage will be reached when the equilibrium is neutral , i• ;:.• ,  if the 
web is suitably displaced, it will not snap back into its i nitial 
.p lane configuration. 
In terms of energy and work done this means that during such a 
displacement the strain energy due to bending must be  equal to the 
work done b y  the load applied to the edges. Using the symb ols defined 
in the list of notations, work energy relationship can b e  expressed in 
the form: 
D 
2 I I A 
= - : j j A 
2 
[
a 2 w + a 2
w]
-2 ( 1 
a E,:2 an2 
(J � t 
2 
aw 
(- ) dt; a �  dn - : j j 0 � A t /1 
2 
d t,;  dn 
· ( 1 0 ) 
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Equation 10 can be simplified for plates of any shape with all 
their edges b uilt-in or clamped. For a rectangular plate o� either 
clamped or simply suppor ted edges, tne deflections along the edges are 
equal to zero. Integrating by parts , the middle term of the left hand 
ll� 
side of equation (10) will be : 
For 
t i  
a 2 w a 2 w d� an = 
a� a n  ar; a n  
= 
+ 
plate with clamped edges : 
aw aw 
= = O •  
an as 
- 1 s 
t i  
and consequently along the edges. 
aw aw 
= 
a� a n  
- t j 
� -
dF; 
� 
· _aw _a
2w 
J a;; a n 2 
s 
dn  
dn  
( 11 )  
14c ·. T. Wang , Applied Elasticity, McGraw-Hill Book C
ompany, Inc ., 
New York, 1953, P o 2 8 7 . 
• 
For rectangular plate with de flection equal to zero along edges : · 
aw = 0 , 
a� 
along the edges where 21 is  equal to  a constant, 
aw a 2w 
and , = a n2 = o ,  a n 
along the edges, � ,  equal to constant . 
Hence, the first two integrals in equation (1 1 ), become identicaliy 
zero . 
1 1 [ ::: A 
d � d n = 0 
( 1 2 ) 
Since the web of delta girder was assumed to be clamped . at two edges 
and simply supported along the two other edges, equation ( 1 2 )  is 
satisfied. Substituting in equation ( 10) from equation (4): 
D 
2 
= 
r r [ ::: 
r r  
1 - cro 
1 - a o 
2 
2 
a2w
] 
EI 
- d c; d n + _,S 
a n 2 2 
4> n a w 
( 1 - - ) t ( - )  
b a, 
( . � 
11 ) 
( 
aw ) 1 - - t 
b 6 aF; 
r 
2 
a2w 
o 
( ai; 2
) d � 
n n o 
2 . 
d c; d 11 
d c; d 11 
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r r  ( 1 3 ) 
where the value of o0 , in equation ( 13 )  can be replaced by the 
critical buckling stress o 
er 
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By changing the coordinate from the system <, , n) to the system 
(x, · y )  and letting: 
X = - l; 
a 
Y = - n 
b (14) 
equation ( 4 ) which g�ves the s tress distribution can be expressed in 
the form: 
ox = - o er ( 1 - !l'. j Tr 
and equation ( 11 )  thus becomes: 
Dbir2 
2a 3 
I n l,r [ a 2 w 
+ 
a2 
ax2 b2 
0 0 
a
2
w
] dxdy + 
Ei s 
ay2 . Db 
bto = ---.£!' 2a 
[Tr [Yo 
0 0 
r: 1: 
( 1 -
( 1 - � ,r y ) ( :: i 
2 
2 
�,r y)  dxdy 
dxdy 
( 1 5) 
( 16) 
By introducing the non-dimensional parameters .!::._, � ,· .L , X 
already defined , equation (16) takes the form : 
I: I: [ ::: 
X = 
r: r:
( 1 -
2 
+ 0. 2 
a 2w
] ay2 
dxdy + y ,r 
2 
$/ ) ( :] dxdy + $ r t  0 0 
2 
r 
a 2w 
o 
( ax2 ) 
dx 
y=yo 
( 1 - !_!) ( 
aw )  
,r ax 
2 
dxdy 
( 17) 
The assumed solution given in equation ( 7)  can be expressed in 
terms of x and y. 
w = w (y) sin x 
and aw 
ax 
= w ( y) C O S  X 
= - w ( y) sin x 
= --- sin x 
( 18) 
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Integrating with respect to x 
[w( y )  -
2 2 
d2w(y)
J cl -- dy + y n [w(y)o] 
dy2 
X = ��-------------------�----
r [w(y )J dy + S 
where w (y )  is  a function only of  y. 
Yo 
( 1 - !l'J [ w ( y ) J 
0 
1T 
2 
dy 
( 19 )  
Therefore, a solution to satisfy the boundary conditions may be 
assumed. The edges y = 0 and y = � are clamped edges. There fore, the 
buckled shape cannot b e  expressed as a sine series which could b e  dif­
ferentiated term by term. However, . a polynomial is added to the sine 
series for the particular solution . Hence, the par�icular solution 
to the b uckled shape can b e  expressed as 
w (y) = sin ry + Br + C y 
+ D y2 + E y3 ) r r r 
where A is an imaginary vector. r 
Sub stituting with the b oundary conditions in equation 20, 
w(y) = 
dw(y) 
dy 
when y = 0 , y = n 
= 0 
the coefficients Br ' C D and E can b e  evaluated : r ' r r 
B = r 
Cr = - r 
Dr 
= ; [2 + c -d] r 
(20) 
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E = - :2 [1 + ( -1 )1 
( ?. l ) 
r 
7 3  
equation 2 0  thus becomes 
W(y ) = �
. 
Ar ( sin ry - ry + : [2 + c -dJ ry 2 - :J +c -dJ ry3) 
( 22 )  
Substituting in equation 19 with the value of w{y) given in equation 2 2  
and evaluating the integrals, the solution can be given in the series 
form: 
I: [ w ( y )  - a 2 a
2 
w ( y ) ] 
2
;,·- dy = 
dy2 
For m = n = r 
1 
a 
rr 
= r2 ,r 3 _ _ __ + [ 
2 ( -l)r
] 
,r 
- -._ -
+ o.2 
1 0 5 7 0  2 
( r 2n [ :: -
2 
( -l )r ] 
15 
1 
tr 
co co 
A a__ n rnn 
�2 + 16 < -dJ) 
( r 4n r2 
[ 8 + 4 ( -dJ l + 
o.
4 
-;- 1T 
( 2 3 )  
( 24 )  
I f  m # n 
a = mn n3[-=-mn 
105 140 
( -l ) n 
+ 
( - l )m+n
] 
140 105 
l [ m  n ]  
- - - + - [4 + 2 ( -l )m + 2 ( -l )n + 4 ( -l )m+nJ 
Tl' n 3 m 3 
[
mn 
- a'+ � 
l 
15 
4 
+ -
15 
( - 1 )  
m+n] 
( 25 )  
I t  can be noted that for odd values of (m + n) , the expression ¾in 
vanished , Simi larly , the term y ,{w<Y.� -
2 
given in equation 19  can 
be expressed in a series form: 
= 
when m = n = r 
co co 
rn=l n=l 
A b n rnn 
( 26 ) 
brr = " y ( s in ry0 -
ry O + 
: [2+( - l )
r
] ry� - :2
r + ( - l )
r
] r0o ) 
( 2 7 )  
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when m # n 
bmn =11 y ( sin my0 - my0 + : [ 2+(-l)m ] my02 - :ll+( -1 t J my: ) 
sin nyo - ny0 + ..: [2+ ( -l)
n ] ny2 - _:_ [1+( -.1 tJ ny3 
'1T O '1T 2 0 
Using the same procedure in evaluating the denominator of 
equation 19 the first term can b e  integrated by parts: 
l 
( 2 8 )  
� y ' 2 
-;;- ) 
[ w (y) J dy = [ [ w(y) r dy 
TT¢ 10,r { w (y) J 
2
dy 
( 29 ) 
The first integral on the right-hand side of equation 29  has already 
been given by equations 2 3, 2 4  and 25 after putting o = 0 .  The second 
term in equation 29 has to be  evaluated in a series form. The first 
term in the right-hand side of equation 29 will be: 
When m 
when m 
00 00 
r [ w(y) J 2 L 
[
Am dy = 
m=l n=l 
= n 
err 
¢ n 
C mn 
= r 
= r 2113 [ � 
1 0 5  
r ( -1 ) 
} 
: - -=-
70 2 r 2ir 
[ 
m · 1 ( -1 ) 
= mnir 3 
1 0 5  
-
1 40 
-
1 - -
1t' [ � + � ] [
4 + 
n3 m 3 
( -l)n 
-- + 
140 
2 (-l)
rn 
A Cron n 
( 30 ) 
[ 16 + 8 ( - 1 {  J 
( 31 ) 
(-l)m+n ] 
1 0 5  
n 
+ 2 ( - 1 )  + 4 ( - l )
m+n
] 
( 32 )  
In  a 
wi li 
series 
be: 
- -
form, the second term 
r: y [w ( y ) ] 
2 
dy = 
76 
in the right-hand side of equation 2 9 
00 
L L �  \i c\nn 
m=l n=l ( 3 3 )  
When m = n = r 
¢, 
( [ 
1 ( -l)r
] 
,r 2 1 
l d = - - r
2 n 4 - - -- + - - - [s + 4 ( -l)r ] rr n 10 5 140 4 r2 · ( 34) 
when m � n +n 
d
mn = - !_ (mn
11 [_:_ -
( -l)
m
_ 
( -l)n 
+ 
( -l)m 
] 
n L 2 so 2 80 2 so 168 
m 
] 
n 
[ 
m rn+n7 
+ 
n3 
[2 - 2 ( -l)
n 
- 6 (-l)m+n + 
m3 
2 -: 2 ( -1) - 6 ( -1)  J 
2mn 
[ 
m+n
] 1 - (-1) 
3 
n 2 )
2 
(m -
n m m+n] - (-1) + (-1) - (-1) 
( 35 ) 
l.· n  the denominator o f  equation 1 7  can be Similarly, the last term 
integrated by parts . Hence, 
j Y,  
<t> e o . . 2 
-. y [  w{y) J dy 
'If 0 
( 36 )  
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I f  Yo = p 1r where O � p � 1 
In · · a series  form , t he firs t  term on the right -hand s ide o f  e quat i on 36 
wi ll be : 
[ w ( y ) ] dy = 
0:, 0:, 
rn= l n=l 
when m = n = r 
e rr ( 
P lT  s in ( 2rp n) 4 
[ J = 
e - - ---- - - 2 + ( -l ) r 
2 4r r 2 n 
+ ps [ _
21_-_3:-:-
5
_+_1 s_
p_
2 ] ] ) 
( 37 ) 
( 38 ) 
When m � n 
= 
e ts in [ ( m - n ) p,r J 
emn 
sin [ (m + n)p7r ] 
2 (m - n )  
n 
+ ­
m 
[
-35 + 
+ (-l)
m pt+ 
84p - 70p2 
140 
+ (-l)n pl+ [
-35 + 84p - 70p
2 
140 
[ 21 35p + 1Sp
2 
+ PS (-l)
m __ 
-
____ _ 
105 
2 (m + n) 
+ 20p3
] 
+ 20p3
] 
J ]  ) 
7 8  
,,,. 
( 39 ) 
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Similarly, the second term on the right-hand side of equation 3 6  will 
be: 
1T r y w ( y) 
m=l n=l 
When m = n = r 
prr 
4r 
sin ( 2r1r) -
12p2 24 
] - rl + ( -l )rl [ r-2 - P 41f 2 - - ]  L: J n 2r4 
l 
8r2 
( 40 ) 
1 
cos( 2rn)-- cos(2rn) 
8r 2 
2 
+ ­
r 
sin ( rpn ) [ -2p,r + [ 2 + ( - l )r] [ 3p2 n - ":J 
[ 
1 2p 
[ 
r] 
+ p4 1r 4r2 _ _ _ 2 + ( -1) 
4 5 
(41) 
When m "f n 
fmn - -
+ 
+ 
4,TI tll 
sin [ ( m - n )prr ] 
2 ( m  - n ) 
c os [ (m n ) pTI ]  1 
2 
2 ( m  - n )  2 (m-n )  
1 
pir sin [ (m + n )pir J 
2 (m  + n ) 
co s [ (m + n )p'IT ] 
2 
2 (m  + n )  
2 ( m+n ) 
2 
m 
+ - co s 
n 
n 
+ - co s 
m 
m 
+ - sin 
n �  
n 
+ - sin 
m 2 
( np11 { 
2 6p 
p 2 11 2 -
n 2 
[2 + ( -1 )
m
J [ -
- p 3
,r j  n2 
- [_i + ( -l )J 12p
2 
[� 
_ pl+7r 2 _ 
2 4 
] n411 2] 
( mp11 { 
2 6p 
- p3 irj p 2 TT 2 _ _  [2 + ( - l )n] [ 
m2 m2 
[1 + ( -l )
nJ 
12p 2 
[_ � _ p
41T 2 
24 
] 
-
m 4 112 J 
( np11 { - 2p'IT + [ 2 + ( -l )
m
] [ 3p 2 11-
n:J 
- [1 + ( - l )
m
J [ 4p _ 
2
4p ] ] n21T 
( mp!! )  [ - 2p11 
6 
+ [ 2 + ( - l )n] [ 3p
2
11- m2J . 
2 4p
J ] 
- [1 + ( -l )ri1 [ 4p 2 -J m 2 ,r 
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2m m 
[1 + ( -l )
mJ [ �J + -n3 TT 2 ns 
2n n 
[1 + ( - l )
n
] [ � ]  + -m3 TT2 ms 
Using the relations from equations 23 to 42, the basic 
equation 1 9 can be expressed in the form: 
00 co 
[ L 
m=l n=l 
X = 
co co 
L 
m=l n=l 
where, K = amn + y TT mn mn 
¢ 
L = cmn + e emn - - d + s f mn mn mn 
A , A are the unknown •.feet ors . n 
81 
( 42 )  
( 4 3 .) 
Sinc·e· the plate is in a state of neutral e(}_uilibrium·, 
equation 43 must remain true for a · small variation in the form . of 
qistortion when An is changed to An + _ o An . As this criteria is 
82 
valid for all value s of An ' there fore the infinite system of equations, 
linear in the A ' s, can be obtained bv differentiating equatibn 43 
partially with respect to An. Denoting the nu�erator by r 1 and the 
denominator bv I2 , the variati on of  expression equation 43 becomes: 
ox = 
r 2 o I 1 - r 1 o I 2 
r t  
T o  obtain a maximum of minimum value, 
o r  - x e r  = o 
1 2 
(44) 
x is equal to zer6 
( 4 5 )  
Similar to the procedure adopted  by Timoshenko,15 the following system 
of equations can be obtained. This system o f  linear homogenous 
equations is of second degree in terms o f  A ' s  • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
l STimoshenko , Theorv oF  Elastic Stabilitv, p. 36 5. 
( 46 )  
It  is clear that the variation of equation 43 will yield the 
minimum value of the parameter � , which gives the least buckling 
- stress. The variation of equation 43 is represented by a system o f  
equations linear in A ' s ,  in the form : 
00 
Am Kron = X A mn 
8 3  
m=l : ( 47 ) 
where n = 1, 2,  3 ,  . . � . 
In matrix form , equation 
or 
where, 
K W + X L W  = 0 
(K - XL ) W = 0 
00 
K 
= L  
m=l 
CD 
L 
= L  
m=l 
K mn 
L mn 
where, n = 1, 2, 3 ,  • • • • 
47 will be: 
K and L are nonsingular square matrices, W is an unknown column 
( 48 )  
vector, and � is a scalar parameter which is the value to be 
ascertained . The parameter � will define the buckling characteristics 
,,, 
of the web o f  the delta girder and is referred to as the "Eigenvalue". 
I I. Special Case - Rigid Delta and Undisplaced Delta Corner 
In Appendix B-1, the general case o f  a deflected j unc.tion point 
under critical load has been considered. In the case of rigid delta 
p'iates, the other parts of the web may buckle laterally. This case 
might happen if the stiffness ratio of the corner plates to the main 
web is somewhat higher than its optimum value · in the general case. 
84 
The buckling mode will be inverse curves with a point of inflection on 
the j \ll'lction line as shown in Figure 5-c. The solution adopted for the 
determination of the critical buckling load is the general case. T he 
function w(y), vanishes at line y = y0 • Incorporating this condition 
in equation 19 gives 
r 
2 
rw(y) - a2 
d 2w(y)
] dy = X 
L dy 2 
where w(y ), given by equation 22 vanishes at line y = y 
O
. 
Substituting for w(y) and integrating, equation 49 becomes: 
co 00 00 00 
rn=l n=l m=l n=l 
and the A's must in addition satis fy the relation: 
( 49 ) 
� d ] mn 
( 50 ) 
00 
- :iel�( -1 { ]  ryJ ) L ( 
1 
[2+ ( -l)
r
J Ar sin ryo - ryo + -
ryo
2 
Tr 
r=l 
(5 1) 
- s s  
The equilibrium condition remains unchanged for any small variation in 
the A ' s. However, the variat ion o f  equations 5 0  and 51 does not change 
equilibrium conditions. D ifferentiating equations 50 and 51 partially 
with 
and, 
respect to An will 
00 00 
L [ L 
n=l rn=l 
A
rn 
give: 
¾n -
00 
�n� 8 x[ [cmn Am Ar = 0 
7T 
m=l ( 5 2 ) 
t ( sin ny_ - nv 0 . 0 
+ � [2+ ( -1 t] nv2 - � [1+ c -1t] ny3l 0 A = 0 · · o 2 · o n 7T 7T 
(53)  n=l 
Multiplying equation 5 3 by the Langrangian multipliers 
to equation 52 gives: 
A , and adding n 
X [ c  mn 
d) 
- - d J mn 
7T -
(5 4 )  
where, Z = sin DYQ - ny0 + � [2 + (-l)
n J nyl - �
2 
[1 + (-l)
n
] nyJ 
n 7T I I  
· 1 i· near in the A 's can be constructed : A system of equations 
00 
L 
m=l 
where , n = 1 , 
Am 
( 
amn 
2 , 3 • • • •  
- X [ c -mn 
zn) 
<1> 
d J- A = mn 
( 5 5 )  
( 5 6 ) 
8 6  
If  = a - X ( c  - � d ) mn mn mn (5 7 )  
eguations 56 and 5 3 should possess a non-trivial solution for the A's 
in the determinate form : 
z 
1 
0 
= 0 
( 5 8 ) 
There is an infinite number of � to satisfy the above 
determinate equation. The smallest value of � is of special 
significance as it defines the critical buckling load. However, · 
detailed computations and computer programs for this particular case 
were not obtained. This thesis is limited to actual determination 
of eigenvalue for the general case only. 
APPENDIX C 
SECTION GEOMETRY OF A DELTA GIRDER 
Section Geometry of ·a Delta . G irder 
Notations : 
e 
I ' y y ,  
l l 
I '  
yy '  
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
location of corner plate in compression 
flange 
length of corner plate 
the angle between corner plate and compression 
flange 
thickness of corner plate 
moment of inertia about y1y1 • axis 
moment of inertia about mid-plane of main 
web. 
The following relations can be obtained from the section 
geometry as shown in Figure_ 27. Using the additional notation, the 
moment of inertia of the corner plate AB about y1
y1
' - axis is 
l 
88  
t d (t 2 sin2 a + d 2 cos2 e)  s s s s ( 5 9 )  
where, 0 < 9 < TI 
I-. 
Figure 27 . Cross  Section Details o f  a D e lta G irder 
89 
By transformation of coordinates, the moment of inertia of plate 
AB  about yy' - axis can be obtained as follows: 
I - - t d ( t 2 sin2 e + d 2 cos2 e ) + - sin2 e 
yy' 3 s s s s 4 
The moment of inertia  of corner plates of delta girder al;:>out its 
mid-plane is expressed as follows: 
= 
2 
= - t d ( t 2 sin2 e + d 2 3 s s s s 
cos2 e) + - sin 2 e 2 
90 
( 60)  
( 6 1 ) 
APPENDIX D 
C OMPUTER PROGRAMS 
C D E L T A  G I RDER  A N A L Y S I S  PAR T ON E - A 
C PROGRA M FOR  MA T R I X . K < M , N ) I N NUME R A TOR  O F  E QUA T I ON < 47 )  
D I MENS I ON A ( 2 0 , 2 0 ) 
3 FORMAT  ( 1 3 )  
4 R E A D  3 ,  N 
5 FORMA T ( 5 E l 4 . 4 ) 
' 6 FORMAT  ( 5 F l 0 . 4 ) 
7 R E AD 6 , P , O , ALP HA , B E T A , GAMMA 
Q = 3 . 1 4 1 6  
9 DO 3 0  J = l , N 
H = J  
D O  2 9  I = l , N  
G= I 
T A= COSF < O*G ) + l . 
T B = T A+ l . 
T C = C OSF ( Q*H ) + l .  
T D = T C + l . 
T E = COSF ( P*O*H ) 
T F = C OS F ( P *O*G ) 
TG = S I N F C P*O*H ) 
T H = S I N F C P *O*G ) 
TO = T A- 1 . 
T P = T C - 1 . 
TQ= COS F ( ( G+H ) *O )  
I F  ( �-H ) 3 4 , 3 3 , 3 4 
3 3  RA =G*H *O*O*O* C 2 . l l 0 5 . - T Q / 7 0 . ) +Q / 2 . 
R B = < l 6 . +8 . * TO ) / ( G*H*Q )  
R C =A LPHA*ALPHA* C G*H*Q* ( 2 3 . / 1 5 . - 2 . * T 0 / 1 5 . ) )  
R D= A L PHA*A LPHA* < 3 2 . + 1 6 . * T O ) / Q  
R E = ( A L PHA **4 • > * ( G*H* C 8 . +4 • * TP ) /Q-G*G*H *H*Q / 2 . ) 
GO TO  3 5  
3 4  RA= G*H *O*Q*Q* ( C l . + TQ ) / 1 0 5 . - ( T O+ TP ) / 1 40 . ) 
C CON T I N UE ON N E X T  PAG E 
tO 
I\) 
C CON T I N UE  F ROM P R E C E D I NG PAGE 
R B = < < G l < H *H * H ) +H / ( G *G *G ) ) * ( 2 . * C T O+ T P ) +4 . * C l . + T Q ) ) ) / Q 
R C = A L PH A *A L PHA*G*H*O* C 4 . * ( l . + TQ ) - T O - T P ) / 1 5 .  
R D = ( G / H+H / G ) * ( 8 . * C l . + TQ ) + 4 . * ( T O+ T P ) ) *A L P HA*ALPHA / Q  
R E = A L PH A*A LPHA*ALPHA*AL PHA *G*H* < 4 • * < 1 . + T Q ) + 2 . * ( TO + T P ) ) / Q 
3 5  S A = T H-G*P*Q+ T B*G* P * P *O- T A *G* P* P * P*Q  
S B = T G-H*P*O + T D*H* P * P*Q- T C *H * P * P * P*Q 
29 A < I , J ) = RA-R B+ R C - R D-R E+GAMMA* SA* SB*Q  
3 0  P U N C H  5 ,  ( A < I , J > , I = l , N )  
GO T O  4 
E N D  
c.o 
w 
C DE L TA G I R D E R  A NAL Y S I S  PAR T ON E - B 
C PROG R A M  FOR  MA T R I X  L < M , N ) I N  DE N OM I NA T OR O F  E QUA T I ON ( 4 7 )  
C 
D I MEN S I ON A C 2 0 , 2 0 ) 
3 FORMAT  ( 1 3 )  
4 R E A D  3 ,  N 
5 FORMAT  C 5 E l 4 . 4 ) 
6 FORMA T ( 5 F l 0 . 4 ) 
7 R E A D  6 ,  P , O , A L P HA , B E T A , GA MMA 
Q= 3 . 1 4 1 6  
9 DO 3 0  J = l , N 
H = J 
DO 2 9 I =  1 ,  N 
G = I 
TA = COSF C O *G ) + l .  
T B = TA+ l . 
T C = CO S F ( O*H ) + l .  
T D = T C + l .  
T E = C OSF C P*O* H ) 
T F = COSF C P *O*G ) 
TG= S I NF C P*O* H ) 
T H = S I N F C P*O*G ) 
TO = T A- 1 . 
T P = T C - 1 . 
TQ=COS F C C G +H ) *Q )  
I F  { G-H ) 3 4 , 3 3 , 3 4 
3 3 -RA = G*H *O*O*O* < 2 . 1 1 0 5 . - T 0 / 7 0 . ) + Q /  2 • 
R B = C l 6 . + 8 . * T O ) / ( G*H *Q ) 
GO T O  3 5 · 
3 4 R A = G *-H �- Q 3/, Q * Q * ( ( 1 ; + T Q ) / l O 5 • - ( T O+ T P ) / 1 4  0 • ) 
R B = < ( G / C H *H*H ) +H/ C G *G *G ) ) * ( 2 . * ( TO+ T P ) +4 . * ( l . + TQ ) ) ) / Q 
3 5  C = RA - R t3  
I F C G -H ) 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 0 
CON T I N UE ON. N EX T  PAG E  
c.o 
+: 
C C ON T I N UE FROM P R E C E D I NG PAGE  
10  UA= G *H *O*Q*O*Q* ( C l . -TO-TP ) / 2 8 0 . + T Q / 1 68 . ) 
UB= G * ( 2 . -2 . * TP-6 . * TQ ) / C H*H*H ) +H* < 2 . -2 . * T0-6 . * TO ) / ( G*G*G >  
U C = -2 • *G*H* < l . - TQ ) / ( ( G*G-H*H ) * ( G*G-H *H ) )  
U D = -2 4 • * < G* ( l . - T P + TO- TQ ) / { H* * 5 . } +H* < l . + T P- TO- TQ ) / ( G* * 5 . ) ) / ( Q*Q ) 
D = -O* ( UA+UB+UC+UD ) / Q 
GO T O  1 2 
1 1 D =-O* ( G *H *G*G*G* < l . / 1 0 5 . - T P / 1 40 . ) +Q / 4 . - ( 8 . +4 . * TP ) / ( G*H*Q ) ) 
1 2  I F < G-H ) 1 5 , 1 3 , 1 5 
1 3  E A = P*Q / 2 . 
GO T O  1 6  
1 5  E A = S I N F ( P*O* ( G-H ) ) / ( 2 . * ( G-H ) ) 
1 6  E B = S I N F ( P*O* ( G+H ) ) / ( 2 • * < G+H ) ) +2 • * < T B*G / C H*H*H ) + T D* H / C G*G*G ) ) / Q 
E C = G* T E * ( P*Q+ T B* < 2 . l ( Q*H*H ) - P*P*Q ) - T A* < 6 . *P / ( Q*H* H > -P*P*P*Q ) ) / H 
E D= H * T F * ( P*Q+ T D* < 2 . l ( G*G*Q ) -P*P*O ) - T C* C 6 . *P l < G*G*Q ) -P* P* P*Q )  ) / G 
E E = H * TH* ( 2 . *P * T D- T C * C 3 . * P *P *O*Q-6 . / C G* G ) ) / ( Q*Q ) - l . ) / ( G* G ) 
E F = G * T G * < 2 . *P * T B� T A* < 3 . *P *P* 0 *0- 6 . / ( H*H ) ) / ( Q*Q ) - l . ) / ( H*H >  
E G = G*H *Q*Q *O*P*P* P * ( l . / 3 . - ( T D +T B ) * P / 4 . +P*P * < T C+TD* T B+ T A ) / 5 . ) 
EH= G *H *O*O*G * ( P** 6 • > * < P * T C* T A / 7 . - C T D* T A + T C * T B ) / 6 . ) 
1 7  E = < E A - E B + EC + ED+ E E + E F + EG+EH ) * B E T A · 
I F ( G-H ) 2 5 , 2 4 , 2 5 
2 4  WA = P *P *O*Q / 4 . + l . /- ( 8 . �G*H ) 
WB=- < P *Q*S I N F C 2 . *G* P*Q ) / ( 4 . *G ) +COSF < 2 . *G*P*Q ) / C 8 . *G*H ) ) 
GO  T O  2 6  
2 5  WA= S I N F < < G�H ) *P*0 ) / ( 2 • * < G-H ) ) 
WA = P*O* ( WA-S I N F ( ( G+H ) *P*Q ) / ( 2 . * < G+ H ) ) )  
WB= COS F ( < G-H ) *P*0 ) / ( 2 . * ( G-H ) * ( G- K ) ) 
W B = WB-CbS F ( ( G+H ) * P *Q ) / ( 2 . * ( G+H ) * ( G+H ) ) 
W B = W B- 2 . *G * H / ( ( G*G-H*H ) * ( G *G-H* H ) ) 
2 6  WC =G * T E * < P*P*O*Q-2 . / ( H * H ) + TB* < 6 . / ( H*H ) -P*P*O*Q ) *P ) / H  
WC= WC�b * T E*TA* ( 1 2 . * ( P*P- 2 . / ( H*H* O*Q ) ) / C H*H ) -P�P*P * P *Q*Q ) /H 
WD= H * T F * ( P * P*O*Q- 2 . / ( G *G ) + T D* < 6 . / ( G*G > -P * P*Q*Q ) *P ) /G 
W D = W D-H * T F* T C * ( l 2 . * < P*P-2 . / ( G*G* O*Q ) ) / ( G*G ) -P*P*P*P*O*Q ) / G 
WE = G* T G* C T B*3 • * < P * P *0-2 . / ( H* H*Q ) ) ) / ( H*H ) 
C CON T I NU E  ON  N E X T  PAGE  
<.O 
u, 
C CON T I NU E  F R OM P R E C E D I NG P A GE 
W E = W E-G *TG* < 2 . *P*O+T A * 4 • *P* < P-6 . / ( H*H*Q ) ) ) / ( H*H ) 
WF = H* T H * ( T D* 3 . * ( P*P*Q-2 . / ( G*G*Q ) ) ) / ( G*G ) 
W F = WF-H *TH* ( Z . *P*Q+ T C *4 • * P* C P-6 . / C G*G*Q } ) ) / ( G*G ) 
WG= 2 . * ( G* ( l . - 1 2 . * T A / ( H*H*Q*Q ) ) / ( H*H* H ) ) 
WG =WG+ 2 . * ( H* < l . - 1 2 . * T C / ( G*G*O*Q ) ) / ( G *G*G ) ) 
WH =G*H * P*P * P* P *Q*O*O*O 
WH = WH* < l . 1 4 . - P* T B / 5 . + P * P * T A / 6 . - P* T D / 5 . +P* P * T B* T D / 6 . ) 
W I = G*H* < P * * 6 • > * < 0** 4 . ) * ( T C / 6 . -P* T D* TA / 7 . - P * T C * T B / 7 . + P*P* T A * T C / 8 . ) 
2 8  F = -O*B E T A* < W A+WB+WC +W D+W E +WF+WG+WH+W I ) /Q 
2 9  A ( I , J > = C +D+E+F  
3 0  PUNC H 5 ,  ( A < I , J > , I = l , N >  
GO T O  4 
E N D  
tO 
0) 
C D E L T A  G I RDER  ANALYS I S  PAR T T WO 
C US I N G THE  MA TR I X  OB TA I N ED  F ROM PAR T ON E - A 
C P ROGRAM FOR I N VE R T I NG N X N M A T R I X  
1 FORM-A T  ( I 3 )  
D I M ENS I ON A ( 47 , A 7 > , A I 1 ( 46 )  
R E AD  l , N 
4 FORMAT  ( 5 E l 4 . 4 ) 
3 DO 5 I =  1 ,  N 
5 R E AD  4 , C A C I , J ) , J = l , N >  
P U N C H  1 3  
1 3  FORMAT  ( 40H T H E  FOL LOW I NG  ARE  E LE ME N TS O F  A I NVER S E ) 
1 0 0 DO 1 2  K = l , N 
N l =N+ l 
A <  l , N l  > = l . O 
DO 7 I = 2  , N  1 
7 A C I , N l ) = O . O  
DO 8 J = 2 , N l  
8 A ( N l , J - l ) = A ( l , J ) / A { l , 1 >  
DO 1 1  I = l , N 
A I U I ) = A C I , l )  
DO 1 1  J = 2 , N l  
1 1  A < I , J- l ) = A C I , J ) -A i l ( l ) *A C N l , J- 1 ) 
DO 1 2  I = l , N  
D O  1 2  J = l , N  
1 2 A ( I ,_ J )  = A C I +  1 , J ) 
DO 1 4  I = l , N  
1 4  P U N CH 4 , < A ( ! , J ) , J = l , N >  
GO T O  3 
E N D  - ,  
tO 
-..J 
C DEL T A  G I RDER  A NAL YS I S  PAR T  T WO 
C US I NG  T H E  MA TR I X  O B T A I N ED  F ROM PAR T ON E - A 
C P ROGRAM  FOR I N VER t I NG  N X N MAT R I X  
1 FORMAT  ( ! 3 )  
D I ME N S I ON A ( 4 7 , 4 7 ) , A I 1 ( 46 ) 
R E AD l , N 
4 FORMAT  ( 5 E l 4 . 4 )  
3 DO 5 I =  1 ,  N 
5 R E A D  4 , < A < I , J ) , J = l , N )  
P UNCH  1 3  
1 3  FORMAT  ( 40H THE  F OL LOW I NG A R E  E L EMEN T S  O F  A I NVERS E > 
1 0 0  DO 1 2  K = l , N  
N l = N + l  
A ( l , N l ) = l . O 
DO 7 ! = 2 , N l 
7 A ( l , N l ) = o . o  
DO 8 J = 2 , N l  
8 A ( N l , J - l ) = A < l , J ) / A ( l , l )  
DO 1 1  I = l , N  
A i l < I > = A ( I , l ) 
DO 1 1  J = 2 , N l  
1 1  A < I , J- l ) = A < I , J ) -A l l < l ) *A ( N l , J- 1 ) 
DO 1 2  I = l , N  
DO 1 2 J = l , N  
1 2  A ( I ,- J ) = A ( I + 1 , J ) 
DO 1 4  I = l , N  
1 4  PUNCH  4 , ( A ( I � J ) , J = l , N ) 
GO TO- , 3-
E ND  
lO 
co 
C DE L T A  G I RDER  ANA L Y S I S  PAR T  THR E E  
C MUL T I P L Y  MA T R I X  F ROM P A R T  TWO B Y  MA T R I X  F ROM P A R T  O N E  - B 
C P ROGRAM FOR MUL T I P L Y I NG N X N ARRA Y B Y  N X N AR RA Y 
1 FORMAT  ( 1 3 )  
2 F ORMA T ( 5 E l 4 . 4 ) 
D I ME NS I ON B ( 46 , 46 ) , A ( 46 ) , G ( 4 6 )  
1 0  R EAD  l , N 
DO  4 I = l , N 
4 R E AD  2 , < B < I , J ) , J = l , N )  
PUNC H 5 
5 FORMAT  ( 43H  T H E  FOLLOW I NG A R E  E L EMEN T S  OF  T H E  G MA T R I X ) 
6 DO 9 M= l , N  
R E AD  2 , < A ( J )  , J = l , N )  
DO 8 K= l , N 
SUM= O . O  
DO 7 L = l , N 
7 SUM= SUM+A ( L ) * B < L , K l " 
8 G ( K > = S UM 
9 P UNCH  2 , < G ( K ) , K= l , N ) . 
GO T o · 1 0  
E N D  
(,D 
<.O 
C DE L T A  G I RDER  A NAL Y S I S  P A R T  FOUR  
C U S I NG  MATR I X  OBTA I N E D  F ROM PAR T THR E E  
C P ROGRAM  FOR COMPU T I NG T H E  E I G ENVA L U E  
2 FORMAT  ( 5 E l 4 . 4 ) 
3 FORMAT  ( ! 3 ) 
7 FORMAT  < E l 4 . 6 ) 
D I ME N S I ON G ( 46 , 46 ) , X ( 46 ) , Y { 46 )  
3 0 0  R E A D  3 ,  N 
DO 1 I = 1 , N 
1 R EAD  2 , < G < I , J ) , J = l , N >  
I T E R A= 0 
X ( N ) = l .  
N = N- 1 
DO  1 0  · I =  1 , N  
1 0  X ( I ) = 0 . 
PUNCH  1 0 0 
1 0 0  F ORMAT  < 2 4X , 2 5 H I T ER A T I ON E I G E N VA L UE / I ) 
C CHAN GE  S I GN S I NCE  L OA D  I S  I N  C OMPR ESS I ON 
N = N+ l 
DO 9 I = l , N  
D O  9 J = l , N  
9 G ( I , J > = - 1 • *G ( I , J > 
2 3 DO 2 0 I =  l ,  N 
Y ( l ) = O •  
DO 2 0  J = l , N 
2 0  Y ( I ) " = Y ( I ) +G < I , J ) * X ( J )  
N = N- 1 
DO 3 0  I =  1 , N · 
· 3 0 X ( I ) =.Y U ) / Y ( N )  
N= N+ 1 ' 
E I GE N = l -. / Y ( N )  
I T E R A= I T ERA+ l 
C CON T I NUE  ON . N E X T  PAGE 
t-,, 
0 
0 
C CONT I NUE  F ROM P RE CE D I NG PAGE  
T Y P E  7 , E I GE N  
PUNCH  1 0 1 , I T E R A , E I G E N  
1 0 1 FORMA T C I 3 0 , 8X , E l 4 . 6 ) 
I F ( SEN S E SW I T C H  1 ) 2 4 , 2 3  
2 4  PUNCH  8 
8 FORM A T  ( 5 0H T H E  F OL L OW I NG A R E  T H E  E L EME N T S  O F  T H E  E I G E N V E C T OR / ) 
2 0 0  PUNCH  7 , ( X C I ) , I = l , N > 
GO T O  3 0 0  
E N D  
I-' 
0 
I-' 
C DE L T A  G I R D E R  A NA L Y S I S  P A R T F .I V E  
C P ROGRAMM  FOR  S T I F F N ESS  RA T I O S  
4 FOR M A T  ( 3 X , 5 HGAMMA , 7 X , 1 H T , 9 X , 1 H B , 9 X , 1 H P / )  
P UNCH  4 
5 FORM A T  ( 4 F l 0 . 4 ) 
1 0 1 R E A D  5 ,  Y 
T = 0 . 2 5  
6 B = 0 . 2 5  
1 x = 2 . o  
8 P = l . / X 
Z = A T AN F ( 6 . * P ) 
S = S I N F ( Z ) 
C =C O S F ( Z ) 
GAMMA = . 9 l * ( P * B* < B*B *S*S* ( S* S+ Y*C*C ) + 6 . * S * C / ( T * T ) ) )  
P UN CH 5 ,  GAMMA , T , B , P 
9 X = X + l . O  
I F ( X- 5 . ) 8 , 8 , 1 0 
1 0  B = B+ 0 . 2 5 
I F ( B - 1 . )  7 , 7 , 1 1  
1 1  T = T + 0 . 2 5 
I F ( T - 1 . 0 ) 6 , 6 , 1 2 
1 2  S T OP 
E N D  
...., 
0 
I'-.) 
